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PHOTO: When I heard of people getting up at 6am, I'd say: "I just can't get up at that time." (iStockPhoto)

This morning, my alarm went off at 5:50am and I went to the gym. Tonight, I may have a dinner that includes
mushrooms, possibly on a pizza.

Those two sentences will sound unremarkable to you, but had I been reading them six years ago they would have been
referring to someone else.

I despised both mornings and mushrooms. There's no way that could've been me.

So what changed?

Well, it was neither my taste buds nor my routine. It was, believe it or not, the language I used about myself.

Challenging 'self-limiting beliefs'
I decided to explore what was going on here, beyond the obvious self-fulfilling prophecy. There's a possibility I was
successfully using a variety of techniques which I'd previously dismissed as bunkum: neuro-linguistic programming
(NLP), life coaching and "positive visualisation".

Now, I'm a cold, hardened, sceptical journalist and am forever testing grand claims with the suspicion that holds them to
account. Especially anything that whiffs of "motivational guru". But I also have to concede when things work well.

Seeing a careers coach following a redundancy last year, for example, forced me to challenge a "self-limiting belief".

Instead of defining myself solely as a "writer", my coach helped me discover that by self-defining as a "storyteller", I'd
broaden the scope of opportunities available to me.

It led to this radio interview I recently did for ABC Nightlife on a subject I'm passionate about. Was she NLP-ing me?

https://www.abc.net.au/news/
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-11-02/sleep-myths/10462076
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-11-02/sleep-myths/10462076
https://www.abc.net.au/radio/programs/nightlife/musical-torch-songs/10347008


PHOTO: NLP begins with the premise that "every word has an energy to it. It has the power to create focus." (Flickr)

'Can't' vs 'don't want to'
NLP explores the relationships between how we think (neuro), how we communicate (linguistic) and our patterns of
behaviour and emotions (programs).

So was it NLP that led to me becoming an early riser? I forever described myself as "not a morning person" and when I
heard of people getting up at 6:00am, I'd say: "I just can't get up at that time."

Once, someone responded insightfully: "It's not that you can't. You just don't want to enough."

Similarly, I'd told myself since I was a kid I didn't like mushrooms, which simply led
to me never eating them and realising they're actually quite tasty.

For Martin Probst, an NLP master practitioner, these are great NLP examples: "It's the simple but powerful linguistic
model of cause and effect," he says. "You've created a shift in your identity and belief system."

Reprogramming the unconscious
Mr Probst uses NLP to help people overcome phobias. "The brain blows certain things out of proportion — a trigger is
involved and the brain takes over from there. We need to disrupt that by reprogramming the unconscious."

In everyday language, how we respond to questions is an example Mr Probst gives that can shape our day.

"When we say 'how are you going?' or 'what are you up to?' our common answers are 'not bad' or 'not much'. By
reframing those negative answers into positive ones, we acknowledge that every word has an energy to it. It has the
power to create focus."

The same goes for our desired mental state: "By saying 'I don't want to be angry or I don't want a phobia', the law of
attraction puts focus on that thing we want to rid ourselves of."

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-11-02/flash-cards-for-learning-english-words/10460800
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-11-02/flash-cards-for-learning-english-words/10460800


PHOTO: "Women who say 'there are no good men out there' tend to remain single... Women who say 'I see good men everywhere' end up on dates."
(Pixabay: kaboompics)

'Fear and excitement are the same emotion'
Dating and relationships coach Debbie Rivers uses NLP to help single people find partners.

"Our thoughts create our reality," she says. "It's all framing. Fear and excitement are the same emotion — you have
control on how you process it."

How does this work linguistically? "I've worked with men who say 'I'm useless at this', because they put so much pressure
on the perfect pick up line," she says. "I advise them to simply start with: 'Hi, I'm…'"

Rivers claims this unblocks people from internal scripts creating negative patterns.

"Women who say 'there are no good men out there' tend to remain single," she says. "Women who say 'I see good men
everywhere' end up on dates with those good men."

PHOTO: NLP is not considered part of the scientific field of linguistics or neuro-science, and has even been slammed as "charlatanry".
(Supplied: Piers Kelly)

Are you audio or kinesthetic?

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-11-02/talking-on-the-phone/10461078
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-11-02/talking-on-the-phone/10461078
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-11-02/nysf---linguistics-workshop/10460794
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-11-02/nysf---linguistics-workshop/10460794


PHOTO: My newfound mushroom munching could
simply be a case of "linguistic determinism".
(ABC Central Victoria: Larissa Romensky)

For psychotherapist Karen Phillip, who has studied how NLP can be used to have better phone conversations, it's more
about listening.

"To me, NLP is how we hear the other person's representational system — a sensory-based language system which
influences how they change their behaviours, rather than an internal thing of how we change our own behaviours."

On the phone, if a person uses phrases such as "I hear what you're saying," or "it sounds like you're telling me this," it
suggests they're an audio person.

If they use phrases like "It makes me feel like this", they're likely a kinesthetic person.

Apparently, I've already revealed what type I am in our phone conversation.

"You just said 'ah, I see' which tells me you may be a visual person," Dr Phillip says. "So I tailor my words to connect
faster with you. I'll say 'I see what you're saying Gary, or do you look at it this way — rather than phrases about what
you're feeling or hearing."

A big self-help pop psychological program?
But for Nick Enfield, professor of linguistics at the University of Sydney, the jury is still very much out. For him, NLP is "a
big, financially successful self-help pop psychological program".

He suggests it's pseudo-science: "It's not part of the scientific field of linguistics or neuro-science — it's not practised by
professional researchers, and students in those academic disciplines don't learn it."

A scientist and former colleague of his, Willem Levelt, wrote a paper "demolishing it as charlatanry".

He sympathises with the claim the NLP practitioners want to make.

"Your choice of words directing people's behaviours is an intriguing idea —
so the insight is correct." But the question mark, he says, is over the
scientific evidence — beyond anecdotes.

As for my newfound early rising and mushroom munching? It could, he
says, simply be a case of "linguistic determinism".

"There are two possibilities. Either, somehow your language affects
neurotransmitters in the brain. Or, as I'd propose, it's about social
accountability," he says.

"As soon as you say I'm not a morning person, you're giving an account as
to why you're late to a morning meeting. We make these statements, in my
view, to justify our actions."

Gary Nunn is a freelance writer and broadcaster who tweets @garynunn1.
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